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ABSTRACT The Internet-of-drones (IoD) environment is a layered network control architecture designed

to maintain, coordinate, access, and control drones (or Unmanned Aerial vehicles UAVs) and facilitate

drones’ navigation services. The main entities in IoD are drones, ground station, and external user. Before

operationalizing a drone in IoD, a control infrastructure is mandatory for securing its open network channel

(Flying Ad Hoc Networks FANETs). An attacker can easily capture data from the available network

channel and use it for their own purpose. Its protection is challenging, as it guarantees message integrity,

non-repudiation, authenticity, and authorization amongst all the participants. Incredibly, without a robust

authentication protocol, the task is sensitive and challenging one to solve. This research focus on the security

of the communication path between drone and ground station and solving the noted vulnerabilities like

stolen-verifier, privileged-insider attacks, and outdated-data-transmission/design flaws often reported in the

current authentication protocols for IoD. We proposed a hash message authentication code/secure hash

algorithmic (HMACSHA1) based robust, improved and lightweight authentication protocol for securing IoD.

Its security has been verified formally using Random Oracle Model (ROM), ProVerif2.02 and informally

using assumptions and pragmatic illustration. The performance evaluation proved that the proposed protocol

is lightweight compared to prior protocols and recommended for implementation in the real-world IoD

environment.

INDEX TERMS Confidentiality, cryptography, drone, security, FANET, miniaturization.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid invention, modification, miniaturization of

embedded sensors, fast processing speed of CPU, and uni-

versal connectivity of wireless networks, drone technology

can be used for different purposes to advance our life-styles.

It is used in infrastructure inspection; fire monitoring, wild-

life surveillance, cinematography, and agriculture-land mon-

itoring. In addition, secure IoD architecture with physical

security to the intersecting routs is obligatory in sensitive

military missions. The severe challenges faced by drones

now-a-days are security, privacy, and authentication and are

an attractive area for research [1]. Before operationalizing

a drone in IoD, its control infrastructure needs to secure

its open network channel. Wireless network and computing

technologies are attractive fields for enhancing quality of

life [2]. Likely other computing technologies, Mobile Ad

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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Hoc Network (MANET) contributed a vital role in pro-

viding numerous applications like wireless sensor networks

(WSN), wireless medical sensor networks (WMSN), smart

cities security surveillance, transportation system intelligence

and physical phenomenon. A new idea currently came into

being called flying ad hoc network (FANET) – which is sim-

ilar to Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) where nodes are

drones, and stable infrastructure are communicating entities

[3]. FANET is a subset of MANET, but the security features

being developed for MANET cannot be applied to FANET.

All the entities’ synergy is mandatory in IoD, often missing

for such a sensitive networking technology (FANETs) [4].

Furthermore, IoD is potentially vulnerable to several

attacks, such as impersonation, drone capture, man-in-the-

middle, password guessing, replay, and insider attacks.

Before exchanging secrets and confidential information over

an unreliable communication channel (FANETs), there is

lack of coordination and collaboration of each communicat-

ing entity and suffering from not allowing a registered and
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permitted entity to interact securely in IoD. Similarly, drones

also have limited flight time and energy resources; therefore,

it is vulnerable to many security threats. Without solving

these issues correctly for drones would cause immense harm

at any time [5]. It can be addressed only by designing a robust

authentication protocol for IoD to effectively operationalize

drones for both military and civilian domains. The major

issues and challenges [6]–[8], faced by drone are:

i. Recently, UAVs (drones) face many security threats,

i.e., eavesdropping, information injection, Denial-of-

Services, forgery, and collation attacks, which disturb

the normal flow of information, data integrity, avail-

ability, and confidentiality. There are 27 Satellites fixed

in the upper Geostationary Orbit, also referred to as

geosynchronous equatorial orbit (GEO) that cover each

part of the world through Global Positioning Sys-

tem (GPS), which is a direction-finding system that

delivers accurate velocity, location coordinates, and

exact timing to a receiving station. GPS signal spoof-

ing/jamming is a severe threat that stops a receiver

from receiving a reliable GPS signal. Because an adver-

sary gets and tracks the essential GPS signals used by

FANETs for data transmission, it produces and regu-

lates a fake signal using Ettus-USRP1 of frequency and

bandwidth equivalent to that of a GPS signal. It aligns

fake and reliable signals, maximizes its strength to sup-

press the reliable signal, and then uses it for launching

a GPS spoofing/jamming attack on both ground control

stations and drones correspondingly.

ii. The IEEE 802.11/802.15 standards are commonly

used for various networks, especially in civilian UAVs

and base stations. Each associated device in wire-

less communications must become familiar with each

other before starting transmission.Management frames

can carry out this initial association between devices.

If these frames are not adequately protected, the devices

are easily exposed to an attacker for sending false

frames or take control of either drones or ground con-

trol station, or both. Therefore, they should take pre-

ventive measures to make it secure from all types of

attacks.

iii. As we know, UAVs can secretly catch a photograph

of the suspected spot and privately communicate it

with the centralized base station for onward decision.

A UAV owner requires a robust authentication protocol

to perform a useful function, and its flight becomes

regulated in the warfare battle field. An Android soft-

ware toolkit developed by SZDJI Technology Co., Ltd.

installed in the cameras of a drone are used to capture

pictures containing invisible information like resolu-

tion, manufacturer, recording time, GPS coordinates,

1Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) while Ettus is the parent
research company – a radio frequency family and software toolkit based on
GNU radio - an open-source software having blockage functions and GPS
signal processing modules implementing in Software Defined Radios (SDR)
– to support a widespread transceiver front end and operate at any frequency.

and shooting time, which in turn are used by many

attackers for their purposes. The ground station’s soft-

ware contains all the secrets sent by drones, like video

files, shared photographs, and the specific drone’s

name. It is a matter of fact that UAVs photos/videos

taken and sent to the ground station contain much

invisible information, which badly affects the security

and privacy of UAV.

iv. As FANET is an infrastructureless network, so if a

drone goes out of service, the network is required to

reconfigure itself and hand over the communication

session to another drone. This is a serious flaw which

needs much attention of a soft hand-off methodology to

support heterogeneous network applications for main-

taining the broken communication session of IoD.

v. UAV communicates from a specified location. How-

ever, when an adversary generates a high-frequency

signal, the communication session is broken and sen-

sitive information forged. Therefore, a robust authen-

tication protocol is much needed to improve tracking

accuracy and reliability in a diverse environment.

vi. Sometimes, if IoD failure occurs, the hackers control

the drone using frequency interference. AGCS (Allianz

Global Corporate & Specialty) calculates the specific

frequency interference that creates a significant risk;

in the meantime, these occurrences can create seri-

ous security problems for IoD environment. A hacker

might also use this frequency interference for malicious

deeds.

vii. A leading security threat noted for UAVs is possible

collisions with the airplanes and birds, as it flies at a

low height and can easily take down planes and get

crushed easily and the engine becomes destroyed.2

viii. The UAVs can fly for a limited time due to insufficient

energy power in it. After completing its flight opera-

tion, it sits down for charging in the nearby stations

where it can basically charge itself and take off again,

which is not a good sign from a security and privacy

point of view.

ix. UAVs must be flying within the area where its con-

trol towers are operating because it doesn’t have a

signal during flight like Wi-Fi or any other cellu-

lar connections, so they have in the full control of

FANETs or must be on-board processing to fly in the

area where signals are available for easy communica-

tion and data transmission.

x. Finally, adversary can launch a de-authentication attack

on UAVs via activating aircrack-ng3 to scan the coordi-

nates’ information from the stolen data packets, while

2‘‘National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)’’ and ‘‘Fed-
eral Aviation Administration (FAA)’’ in cooperation with various other
companies, such as Amazon and Google, have been developing the UAS
Traffic Management (UTM) system for drones flying at low altitudes in
between 200 and 500.’’

3A software application called packet sniffer, used by an attacker to find
a route of the packet sent by drone to a centralized intelligence system.
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airodump-ng4 is used for detecting signal strength, par-

ticularly in open wireless network channels (FANET).

The attacker quickly stores and filters it for necessary

information. All the associated drones in that network

channel easily detect and de-authenticate with airplay-

ng5, which is a serious security issue and challenge.

The attacker now sends a disassociate data stream

towards all the associated drones for disconnecting

from the ground control station (server). If the attacker

fails in such a task, they quickly jam the complete

network by regularly sending disassociation packets to

make it disturbing for its routine work.

A. SYSTEM MODEL

The embedded sensors inside drone can intelligently collect

the physical conditions and relay it to the ground station

through FANET. Due to limited battery power, the wireless

communication (FANET) for drone technology, embedded

sensors and installed applications can communicate seam-

lessly to right device. FANET provides back-end services,

low-latency, fast and intelligent network features to UAVs

in IoD environment. For example, i) visual sensor sensing

visualize coordinates of tracking a location/spot, ii) pressure

sensor on examining atmospheric wind pressure, iii) temper-

ature sensor for examining environment heat, and iv) oxygen

saturation sensor examining the amount of oxygen in air etc.

Drone or UAV play the central role in IoD. Ground station

allows and communicates with drones using FANET for real

time condition monitoring like wild-life/forest fire surveil-

lance, troop’s movement, weather-forecasting, and war-fear

battle field deployment. Certificate authority (CA) is a fully

trusted entity which can issue/cancel certificate to/from both

ground station and drone or user [9], [10].

Figure 1 shows the system model in this paper having four

main participants: drone’s service provider (CA), the ground

station (gs), a set of drones, and external user. The certificate

authority (CA) is considered to be a specialized company

for providing connectivity, information processing support,

and real-time problem-solving facilities. The ground station

(gs) controls, monitors and supervises drone for navigation

services. All drones must be equipped with the ground station

(gs) and integrated with alternate network services like GPS,

5G, and wireless communication interface. Drones must be

deployed in a specific flying zone, and their clusters also be

operationalized in pre-determined flight zones. The external

user can access a designated drone from some zone. When

a drone is in the zone, ground station (server/gs) regulates

its flight and authenticates its legitimacy. The confirmation

of authenticity of a legitimate drone or the identification of

unauthorized drone in the flying zone can also easily be

detected due intermediary agent (server/gs).

4A software application for capturing object coordinates and input to
aircrack-ng.

5A software application capable of generating frames traffic that later on
injects to the main aircrack-ng.

FIGURE 1. System model.

Garibi et al. [1] explained the flying zone strategy for a

big geographical area in detail. We also consider their zone

strategy for achieving impartiality, modularity, and standard-

ization, so that a drone can disseminate information with the

ground station and external user securely. Also, to cover a

larger area such as a whole country, the ground stations need

to be logically interacting with each other. This strategy will

supervise the drones in a cluster at different flying zones,

traffic, and drone switching from one flying zone to another

and provide compulsory statistics. Gharibi et al. [1] also

explained the handover strategies when a drone shifts its

location from one to another flying zone.

Furthermore, the connection is focused to establish com-

munication of drones with ground station in providing excel-

lent data transmission for a tactical purpose. The synergy is

mandatory for efficient and effective channel accessibility

along with minimum communication overheads. It is worth

mentioning that the said communication is synchronous,

ground station must check every connection (drone→ to

→ drone or drone → to → user) so that to qualify for

complex operation, otherwise cannot. Suppose there exists

N number of drones, N/ is active drone involving for some

current task. Ground station is denoted by E, and all other

components is said to be C. Let the topology is a true mesh

Z(Z-1)/2 where Z=N/+M+|C|, which means the path is allo-

cated to only authorize drone [11].We have offered a dynamic

drone addition phase to our protocol which several other

researchers didn’t in their protocols. By doing so, the network

too dynamically changes its topology depending upon ‘‘who
access whom’’?

B. THREAT MODEL

According to this model, an attacker may alter, eaves-

drop, or snoop data/information on any public networked-

based communication. They might represent themselves

as an authentic node (drone) at some location and starts
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communication with the ground station; cannot enter the

ground station for accessing the internal secret without per-

mission. It can compromise some tags for obtaining the

shared session key. Also, an adversary has full power to

start negotiation with drone (d) or gs, can insert false tags

with the legal message in public network channel during

communication, delete the whole or some part of it, copy the

message and replay it some other time.

This model was first presented by Dolev & Yao [12] and is

called Dolev-YaoModel. Used by various protocols [9], [10],

[46], this model tells the authority of an attacker between two

communicating bodies through an open network channel. The

threat model consists of the following possibilities with an

adversary:

1) PRIVACY THREAT

If an adversary install aircrack-ng software for identifying

drone’s coordinates and other helpful information from the

stolen data packets, airodump-ng software for detecting sig-

nal strength, stores and filters it for additional attacks and

disturbed the synergy by de-authenticate using airplay-ng

software. The attacker might jam the complete network by

regularly sending disassociation packets to obscure its routine

work.

2) PHYSICAL CAPTURE THREAT

An adversary has the possibility to capture a drone physi-

cally, or if a drone’s dropped down occurs or adversary can

transcribe it or destroyed somewhere etc., adversary attack it

to gain access to the stored information in the drone’s mem-

ory. After that, he/she can disclose the encrypted data and start

authentication with GCS or drone of the same cluster or any

other.

3) TRAFFIC ANALYSIS THREAT

The adversary can carry out to analyze drone traffic to

extract valuable data from IoD devices and networks. Packets

exchanged between the drone and GCS make up the traffic.

The forensic analysis of traffic packets exposes classified

details. The drone is equipped with sensors for collecting

data from the real-world environment in warfare battlefield

containing helpful information in the packets. Adversary ana-

lyzed it for potential attacks.

4) ACCESS CONTROL THREAT

An attacker might understand all the rules, policies and how a

legitimate entity can communicate? Afterwards, he/she gain

access to control, alter privileges, permissions, authorization

and authentication, which in turn can lead to considerable

losses.

5) IDENTITY SPOOFING THREAT

Adversary can successfully masquerade a legitimate entity

using a real drone’s spoofed identity. Then he/she gain access

to control the public communication channel.

C. MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTIONS

Cho et al. [45] proposed a protocol for small UAVs

based on a hash-based message authentication code Secure

Hash algorithmic (HMASHA1) function. The alternate

of HMACSHA1 was Message Queuing Telemetry Trans-

port (MQTT), intending to create a bandwidth-efficient,

lightweight, and low-power consumption protocol. But

slower transmission cycles, unencrypted design, restricted

security, and lack of interoperability. MQTT also doesn’t

operate in open architectures, where multiple applications

from various manufacturers are expected to work together

seamlessly. Then Hash-based message authentication code

Secure Hash algorithmic (HMASHA1) was launched, which

are significant authentication results from a secret key. The

hash function can work efficiently when applied to the

body of a message and simultaneously verify both the data

integrity and the authenticity of a message. Cho et al. [45]
claimed that their protocol is fast and secure for small UAVs.

However, the cryptanalysis result shows that Cho et al. [45]
protocol suffers from a privileged insider, stolen verifier, and

outdated data transmission flaw. The protocol failed to add

dynamic drone addition and revocation phases. We then pro-

posed an improved scheme for IoD deployment drones using

Flying Ad Hoc Network (FANET). The same lightweight

cryptographic technique (HMACSHA1) has been used in

which a 160-bits random nonce has taken. The protocol

consists of drone addition and revocation phases. We have

proved its security using the widely used random oracle

model (ROM)/ProVerif2.02 and informally using assump-

tions/lemmas. The main contributions of the research are as

under:

i. We have designed authentication protocol for IoD and

proved to be safe against the severe threats faced by

drone especially privileged insider and stolen verifier

attacks along with outdated data received by the ground

station (gs) from a legitimate drone.

ii. The proposed authentication protocol is designed using

HMACSHA1 which is lightweight, robust and feasible

in IoD, as it resists all known attacks.

iii. The randomized key (nonce) generated has the

capability of less computation cost, minimum storage

overheads and robust/significant improvement in the

security of the proposed protocol.

iv. The proposed protocol has been analyzed formally

using Random Oracle Model (ROM) [13], and pro-

gramming verification toolkit ProVerif2.02 [14] and

informally putting pragmatics studies which show the

robustness of the protocol.

v. The security and performance balancing strategy has

been achieved in this work, which was often missing in

the recent prior protocols [15].

D. PAPER ORGANIZATION

The rest of the paper is organized as in section 2, the liter-

ature review in a summarized form has been demonstrated,
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section 3 describes in detailed the review analysis

of Cho et al. [45] protocol. In section 4, the proposed

lightweight HMACSHA1 based authentication protocol for

IoD has presented. Section 5 describes the security analysis

both formally using ROM and informally using theorems and

assumptions. We have validated the security of the protocol

using the software toolkit ProVerif2.02, the code is given

in appendix – A of the paper. In section 6, we assess the

performance of the proposed protocol in terms of storage,

message and time complexity or communication and compu-

tation costs. And then, we compare the performance of the

proposed protocol with state of the art protocols, and finally,

in section 7, we conclude the research and specify future work

shortly.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

In public key infrastructure (PKI), a digital signature is one

of the most significant primitives. Knowing a signer’s pub-

lic key, anyone can check whether the signer’s signature is

legitimate. So that to allow signatures to be applied to one-

to-one and one-to-many applications effectively requires data

from leaf nodes to be collected by the root node, resulting in

multi-to-one communication. The root node is very likely to

be swamped in these applications when too many leave trans-

mits simultaneously. Therefore, to provide normal validity,

security and non-repudiation, signatures must be elegantly

crafted to prevent the known problem of implosion in many-

to-one authentication. For this, Xing et al. [16] proposed

an identity-based signature authentication protocol based on

cubic residues in which they claim that their protocol is the

first one in the history of mankind for using cubic root in

Eisenstein ring design, but later, failed to no resistance to exis-

tential forgery and identity attacks because of the non-usage

of Diffie-Hellman Problem. He et al. [17] presented a certifi-
cateless public key cryptographic-based aggregate signature

authentication protocol for eliminating the key-escrow prob-

lem and verified the protocol using a random oracle model,

which proved to be safe against Type II adversary in random

oracle model and highlighted the major drawbacks faced by

authentication protocols of the time. They used the computa-

tional Diffie-Hellman (CDH) problem to improve protocol to

be safe against forgery and collation attacks. Viet et al. [18]
improved the security of certificateless aggregate signature-

based protocols [16], [17] using mathematical lemmas.

As stated, security and privacy are critical concerns in

FANET, such as the privacy, authentication and verification

of messages before it is sent towards the recipient. Otherwise,

the malicious node may alter the messages and even declare

itself as legitimate one to send incorrect messages that can

trigger a drone crash or deceive it to make an irrational

plan for a wrong decision. To overcome the privacy issue,

an attacker must not know its details such as real iden-

tity, location and session etc. On the contrary, traceability

under certain circumstances is also necessary, e.g., using a

pseudonym should not be avoided by a drone that sends

fake messages. That is to say, FANET needs conditional

privacy-preservation; therefore, Zhong et al. [19] proposed
a certificateless signature-based aggregation protocol and

demonstrated that it resists both Type I and II attacks using

a random oracle model and Computational Diffie-Hellman

Problem (CDHP). And Challa et al. [20] deliberated an

improved signature-based protocol for network-enabled IoT

to be applied for drone technology. After the successful

authentication, participants create a secret session key for

future communication. They used a fuzzy extractor for ver-

ifying user’s specific credentials, like checking biometrics

locally within the smart card. An ECC approach has also been

used in this protocol for tackling the signature generation

and verification mechanisms. Their protocol has passed from

the new sensing device addition phase, smart card revoca-

tion phase and password/biometric update phase. However,

the computation time complexity and communication cost

compared to others are much more and couldn’t be feasible

for low power sensing devices.

The user’s unique information can generate a unique key

called identity, and the technique is called ID-based cryp-

tography. The one party in the communicating network can

generate a secret key and sends it to all corresponding users

secretly for an encryption/decryption process. The private key

is mostly exposed to a devastating attack, which leads to

breaking the cryptographic protocol. To overcome such a big

flaw for cryptography and to preserve the personal secret key

recently, several attempts have been made for introducing an

identity-based aggregate mechanism that not only guarantees

the security of the user’s private access but also delivers

a delicate balance between safety and performance. There-

fore, the first aggregate signature protocol was presented by

Boneh et al. [21] in 2003 by aligning n signatures on n mes-

sages for n signers. The signature of [21] was worked for

two parties, but it couldn’t resist forgery attack when users’

number increased. Lysyanskaya et al. [22] worked and pre-

sented three algorithmic-based sequential aggregate signature

authentication protocols. They used RSA to secure the pro-

tocol, and mathematically, permutation/combination has also

been used to construct the aggregate signature. Unfortunately,

their protocol also doesn’t resist a forgery attack. Paterson

and Herranz [23], in 2005, proposed a deterministic identity-

based signature authentication protocol. His protocol was a

bit effective but failed as an attacker can quickly enter the

internal credential of a legitimate user by running an extract

algorithm.

Meanwhile, Paterson and Schuldt [24] proposed an

efficient identity-based aggregate signature authentication

protocol and claimed that their protocol is secure in the

random oracle model, but when an attacker runs a query with

the help of a challenger can successfully extract the secret

identity. And Boldyreva et al. [25] constructed an identity-

based sequential aggregate signature authentication protocol

and was named Ordered Multi Signatures (OMS) protocol

based on public-key primitives considered to be much secure

protocol of the time. Still, due to the non-usage of Compu-

tational Diffie-Hellman Problem (CDHP), the adversary can
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easily reach the internal credentials by running the access

algorithm.

Additionally, Haque et al. [26] designed an ID based

protocol having i) low computation time complexity during

encryption/decryption process, ii) no need to enhance the

communication software among peers, iii) removes certifi-

cates cryptographic technique, and iv) more appropriate for

a diverse environment. However, due to i) an easily com-

promise of the secret key which in turns disturb the entire

messages based on public-private key pair, ii) the secret keys

are generated for users, decrypted and signed any messages,

iii) secret keys are often generated on the user’s computer,

which minimize load on server, and iv) SSL-like recom-

mended for large-scale system. It is important to observe

that all the users that hold accounts with the PKG must be

able to verify themselves. In principle, this may be achieved

through username, password or through public/privacy key

pairs managed on smart cards. So, IBE solutions may rely

on cryptographic techniques that are insecure against code

breaking quantum computer attacks. Benzarti et al. [27] pro-
posed signcryption, identity and aggregate signature based

authentication protocol consisting of i) public key cryptogra-

phy that simultaneously fulfills both the functions of digital

signature and public key encryption in a logically single

step, ii) reduction of computational cost and communica-

tion over- head, iii) static key management, and iv) it has

a reduced computational cost compared to signature-then-

encryption protocol which are two basic security properties of

any Signcryption protocol. Such properties include integrity,

non-repudiation, unforgeability and confidentiality. But dig-

itally signing a message and then encrypting it, consumes

more machine cycles and bloats the message by introducing

extended bits to it.

Turkanovic et al. [28] proposed user authentication pro-

tocol in IoT environment can be utilized in the IoD envi-

ronment. The mutual authentication along the user, sensor

node, and the gateway node are achieved in their protocol.

After the successful authentication process, both user and

sensing node agree on a session key that can be used for

future secure communication. Their protocol uses only one-

way-hash and bitwise exclusive-OR (XOR) operations dur-

ing the authentication and key agreement phase. However,

their protocol is vulnerable to several attacks, such as man-

in- the-middle, sensing node impersonation and stolen smart

card attacks. In addition, their protocol also fails to maintain

user untraceability, sensing node anonymity and session key

security properties.

Recently, Tanveer et al. [29] proposed a lightweight pro-

tocol for IoD which utilize AE-algorithm, SHA256, and bit-

wise XOR operation. Their protocol consists of revocation,

drone-deployment phases in addition with password updating

phase. BAN Logic was used for formally analyzing the secu-

rity of their protocol, while for simulation they used Scyther

toolkit and mathematical assumptions were used for informal

analysis. They claim that their protocol resists malicious node

and replay attack. A unique methodology has been adopted

by Pu and Li [30] for the design of a lightweight protocol for

IoD. They used physical unclonable function for verification

and validation of message among drone and server. They said

that traditional cryptography is not enough for the security

of such a sensitive data transmission, PCAP and PUF can

guarantee for secure communication. Chaotic map was used

for random key generation, PMNeT++ for simulation and

compare PCAP with other protocols. The result shows a bet-

ter attempt done by Pu and Li. Alladi et al. [31] also proposed
a PUF based authentication protocol for UAV using FANET.

Their protocol is computed two session keys for ensuring high

security in UAVs’ sensitive data transmission. They claim

that the identities used in their protocol are protected from all

known threats, ensure confidentiality, secrecy, and integrity.

Pu [30] used Mao-Boyd logic for checking the security of

protocol, and compared with recent protocols of the same

domain.

The ECC is shown to be the right choice because, com-

pared to other systems, it can obtain protection at higher levels

while consuming less bandwidth and energy and incurring

lower overhead computing compared to RSA. In regard to

this, [32] proposed protocols based on ECC, in which they

claim that their protocols are secure based on traceability

assumptions of CDHP. But due to key escrow problem, their

protocol is not suitable for practical implementation in IoD

environment. Similarly, Ozmen et al. [33] said that IoD is

crucial for coordinating drone in both civilian and military

domains, but its security is a major concern which can be

tackled by adopting standard cryptographic primitives. They

also expressed that energy-efficient authentication can fulfill

the requirements of battery-limited IoD. In this way, they

proposed and ECC based cryptographic protocol and proved

it using bit-AVR and 32-bit ARM of drone. They claimed

that their protocol is secure, broadly encompass and provide

efficient and effective result in the random oracle model. The

cryptanalysis result shows that [33] is suffering from privacy

issue and has many design flaws.

There are many restrictions on the drone’s computing

resources, due to which it is vulnerable to many security

threats, such as replay attacks, forgery attacks, and man-

in-the-middle attacks. Critically, the work performed by a

drone in smart city’ surveillance would cause a big harm at

any time. Therefore, Li et al. [34] proposed a lightweight

identity authentication protocol based on elliptic curve cryp-

tography. But they forget to describe drone addition, revo-

cation and password change phases. Hayat et al. [35] aimed

at data transmission, instruction data leakage triggered by

malicious drone in communication between server and drone.

To ensure the identity authentication of drone and ground

control station, authenticity and reliability of the transmis-

sion instructions obtained by a drone and to guarantee the

privacy of a drone’s identity details. Wazid et al. [36] pro-
posed a protocol based on ECC, having i) a support to the

security features, such as user authentication, key agree-

ment, user revocation and non-repudiation, ii) it is an ECC

based secure protocol for a drone as a hybrid encryption
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mechanism for multiple recipients in order to send user-

specific information to a huge number of smart objects, iii) it

has the characteristic of data gathering party (e.g. a drone)

to collect privacy-related information from the smart objects,

iv) combines the optimized batch verification method and

ElGamal holomorphic encryption protocol, and v) a dual

channel strategy which helps the drones to save their battery

life. However, due to i) using Elliptic Curve Cryptography

(ECC), symmetric-key encryption/decryption, batch verifi-

cation and one-way-hash cryptographic functions it is not

efficient in computation, and ii) low efficiency and high

communication cost. Srinivas et al. [37] proposed temporal

credential lightweight authentication protocol (TCLAS) for

drone deployment IoD environment, but failed to restrict

unauthorized access of drones. But Singh et al. [38] proposed
a simple hash cryptographic function based authentication

protocol for IoT environment, which is lightweight and bal-

ancing of security with performance but the opponent can

easily control the already transmitted messages, figure-out

nodes’ secret values, and then impersonate. Zhang et al. [39]
also proposed hash cryptographic function based authenti-

cation protocol for IoD, a much lightweight protocol, but

additionally it needs control server for intervention. Also,

[39] used timestamp in the first-round trip, and forget to use

it on the other which leads to an outdated data transmission

flaw and iTACLAS has been proposed by Ali et al. [40] and
catered all the weaknesses of TCALAS of [37].

Via different sensors, the Internet of Things (IoT) link

massive objects to facilitate everyday life by interconnecting

the knowledge space with decision-makers. However, due to

the openness of communication networks and the existence

of standard isolated sensors, its security, and privacy are

considered to be the key concerns. To provide protection

and ensure privacy for network enabled sensors’ devices and

uses it efficiently, Chaudhry et al. [41] suggested that the

bilinear pairing cryptographic method is heavyweight and not

good for fast and secure communication especially in IoT.

They proposed a pairing free authentication protocol [41]

for DIoT and formally verified its security using the ran-

dom oracle model method. In addition, to supply additional

power to grid networks, the electric vehicles must have the

capability to consume less energy from the grid. A stable

key establishment is critical in initiating the transmission of

bidirectional power into and from the system. The authentica-

tion protocol must be free from cyber-attacks to enforce any

Energy-Internet (EI)-based vehicle-to-grid (V2G) communi-

cation successfully. Therefore, Irshad et al. [42] highlighted
the different drawbacks like desynchronization, replay, and

man-in-the-middle attacks in various state of the art authenti-

cation protocols and presented an improved V2G framework

which safe against much vulnerability. Their protocol delivers

efficient and effective services for the end-user.

Moreover, the edge computing architecture has allowed

many data to be processed at the edge of the network near the

data generation source in the smart grid environment bymany

connected automated devices. Control of demand response is

a fundamental necessity for an effective and secure intelligent

grid environment that can deliver very often by exchanging

data between smart devices and the Utility Center (UC) in

a smart city. Many protocols have been presented for a grid

environment to make it secure from potential attacks. In this

regard, Chaudhry et al. [43] proposed a unique securitymech-

anism named a scheme for demand response management

(DRMAS). DRMAS offers all the essential security demand

of the grid environment and exchange information in just two

round trips, which means its performance, is better than other

protocols.

Fog computing is suffering from privacy issues; without

secure authentication and key management, it will never

perform well for the end-user. Therefore, to ensure privacy,

security and authentication issues and challenges of fog com-

muting for the end-user, Ali et al. [9], very recently proposed
a scheme that resists the known attacks reported from time to

time. They scrutinized their protocol using AVISPA software

toolkit and BAN mathematical logic of authentication and

informally using discussion. The communication and com-

putation costs have also been compared with many schemes.

The performance evolution result of their strategy is much

better compared to other methods.

Desynchronization is a significant flaw now-a-days

because millions of users are involved in information brows-

ing from a different host. The attacker reaches internally to

the server using some tags and desynchronizes the shared

memory for the end-user. Remote users, in this regard, suffer

from synchrony issue; therefore, to provide efficient services

to the end-user, Jan et al. [44] proposed a scheme based on

bilinear map technique mitigates this major flaw.

III. REVIEW ANALYSIS OF CHO ET AL. PROTOCOL

In 2020 Cho et al. [45] proposed an efficient and secure

authentication protocol for UAVs in which they said that

drone must suffer from privacy and security challenges. They

named their framework as SENTINEL working in IoD envi-

ronment. The communication cost of their protocol is effi-

cient and effective due to symmetrically exchanging of cer-

tificate among the participants. They simulated their protocol

using ECDSA, HMACSHA1 and FBKDF2. They designed a

5G data transmission path between drone and ground control

station in IoD and which is also feasible for FANETs. Their

system has four participants that are to play a central role in

the IoD including GS, CA, UAV, and end user or operator.

The hand-held mobile-device or remote control, first receive

certificate from CA, obtained and install certificate for UAV

and share its copy to CA. While the GS directly receive

certificate form CA which means that all the participants are

securely registered with each other.

The working scenario of Cho et al. [45] a UAV,

before going for a mission, needs approval from GS as:

shown in phase 1. The mutual authentication and cross-

verification between UAV and GS have been performed in

the 2nd phase. The exchange of message which contains

UAV’s identity, HMAC, flying zone coordinates, and shared
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session key (secret one) is in 3rd phase of their protocol. Upon

receiving the said credentials, the GS repossesses the UAV’s

flight confirmation, given plan and share secret key and

keep its record in the database. The GS then approve

and checks weather the message exchange take place from

an authentic drone or not. The different notations and

its description used by Cho et al. protocol is shown in

Table 1.

TABLE 1. Notations used by Cho et al. [45].

A. KEY AGREEMENT PHASE

Let participants i.e. drone and GS have already registered

with the third-party entity called CA. The GS authenticate

the legitimacy of drone by confirming CA’s issued certificate,

and flight plan session secret key. The following steps are

performed:

i. The drone d selects a random nonce nd , idd , certd ,
flight plan fd and sends it towards ground station GS

over a public network channel.

ii. Upon receiving {nd , idd , certd , fd} message, GS also

selects a random nonce ngs, and sign it using secret

key skgs i.e. Sig(nd , ngs, skgs) and send back to drone’s
containing the gs’s certgs.

iii. Bothe entities cross checked the certificates of each

other, drone extract pkgs from certgs for confirming

Sig(nd , ngs, skgs).
iv. Ground station extracts pkd from certd , generates pms

and encrypt it with pkd i.e. Enc(pkd , pms) along

with skgs, built Sig(Enc(pms, pkd ), skgs) and transmit

towards drone over an open network channel.

v. The ground station performs nd ||ngs, calculate the

flight schedule key kd along with pms. Drone also

confirms Sig(Enc(pms, pkd ), skgs) on pkgs, if found

valid, decrypt it using skd .

vi. Upon confirming the session kd , ground control station
gs registers the legitimate drone’s identity idd . flight
plan fpd , secret key kd and stored it in its database as

shown in phase 1:

Phase 1: Key Agreement

B. AUTHENTICATION OF DRONE

The session secret key kd is used by a drone d to register with

the ground control station gs. This phase of the protocol is

competed in the following two steps:

1) DRONE→ TO→ GROUND STATION

This step involves the following computations:

i. First d creates msgd that have all related information

like coordinates, timestamp, location, identity (idd),

ground station identity (idgs) and destination identity.

Using HMAC function for calculating the drone’s code

Hd, kd, msgd and relays hd along with msgd to gs over

a public network channel.

ii. Upon receiving the message from d, gs computes

drone’s identity idd, extracts session key kd and con-

firms Hd validity using H
/

d = HMAC(kd, msg4). Com-

pares Hd with H
/

d, if found valid, d is allowing for

entering in the flying zone, else, a denied action is

performed, as shown in phase 2.

Phase 2: Drone to Ground Station Authentication

2) DRONE→ TO→ DRONE

If one drone desires to communicate with other drone, both

must perform the following set of computations:
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i. Let suppose drone1 of identity d1 makes a message

msg1 having all information like location, coordinates,

GPS, timestamp, idd1, and the identity of destination

drone idid2. The first drone d1 computes Hd1 using

HMAC using kd1, msgd1 and relays it to d2 over a

public network channel.

ii. Upon receiving the message by d2, d2 sends the mes-

sage to gs. On receiving the message of d2 by gs, gs

checks the identity of d1 in its record i.e. idd1, fpd1, kd1
and validates Hd1 by calculating H

/

d1 = HMAC(kd1,

msgd1). Compares Hd1?=H
/

d1, if match, gs authenticate

and tell d2 that d1 is correct according to their record as

shown in phase 3.

Phase 3: Drone to Drone Authentication

C. CRYPTANALYSIS OF CHO ET AL. [45] PROTOCOL

The cryptanalysis result of protocol [45] shows that it suffered

from Privileged Insider Attack, Stolen Verifier Attack and

Outdated Data Transmission flaw. These are explained as

under:

1) PRIVILEGED INSIDER ATTACK

The only solution for the secure management of a priv-

ileged identity can provide significant access rights. The

privileged identities can also help the management teams

to identify and conclusively respond to possible insider

threats or attacks before it damages the system. In this con-

nection, Cho et al. [45] protocol, when a drone (d), initiate
flight, it extracts a random number nd , and identity idd ,
sends it towards ground station gs on open channel which

is a soft target for an operator to use it for launching some

other attack on accessing other application. Nonetheless,

it might not use the same identity everywhere, but according

to [29], thousands of users have the habit of reusing the

same identity and password. As per statistics received from

Microsoft, in just three months, out of 1.5 million users used

6.5 identities and passwords for only 25 websites, means a

single password is shared in 3.9 online accounts/applications.

Therefore, if a privileged insider/administrator of a ground

station (gs) knows the identity (idd ), they can easily imper-

sonate it by using somewhere else. In [45] a drone sends

identity to gs directly where the privileged insider can get and
abuse it some other place for accessing other applications.

Therefore, Cho et al. [45] is venerable to privileged insider

attack.

2) STOLEN VERIFIER ATTACK

If an attacker forges the previous or current session authen-

ticated keys (kd, skgs) and send towards ground station (gs),
it forces gs as legal Drone for the upcoming authentication

session. Because, in Cho et al. [45] protocol, the session key

skgs is without encryption, is available in simple format in

the memory of gs, so adversary can steal it to figure-out the

internal credentials from it, which might harm the whole sys-

tem in future. Similarly, on the other hand if an attacker A can

steal {idd, nd, certd, fpd}the message from the open network

channel and transmits some other time towards gs. Ground

station (gs) consider that it is sent by a drone (d), gs also

chooses random number ngs and computes Sig(skgs, nd, ngs),

sends {Sig(skgs, nd, ngs), certd}message back towards drone

(d). Upon receiving, drone (d) extracts ngs from certd and

validate Sig(skgs, nd, ngs). Hence, disturbs the whole system

for sensitive activity. Further, adversary can also calculate

session key skgs and kd. Therefore, Cho et al. [45] protocol is
suffered from stolen-verifier attack due to lack of encryption

function.

3) OUTDATED DATA TRANSMISSION FLAW

By granting approval of flying zone, the protocol doesn’t

explain in which time threshold will it use. Because, each

drone, primarily, gets approval of flying zone/flight plan.

Suppose, an attacker can prove the approval and grant flight

session key, then it not only misguides drone for other task

but can also disturb the whole system. They forgot to use

timestamp in each message to make it for specific time.

Not only in flight-plan/flying-zone, also in credentials of a

previous session can also easily using by an attacker for

sending towards ground station gs. Therefore, Cho et al. [45]
protocol suffers from outdated data transmission flaw.

4) MISSING DYNAMIC DRONE ADDITION PHASE

If the system administrator desires to add new drone to its

system for some other tasks; it has not been mentioned by

[45], how to add a drone for the system? A dynamic drone

addition phase is missing in [45].

5) MISSING DRONE REVOCATION/REISSUE PHASE

Similarly, in Cho et al. [45] protocol, the drone’s revoca-

tion/reissue phase has not been specified. If a drone goes

out or crashed, its credentials still present in the database

of ground station (gs) in Cho et al. [45] protocol because
it has not been mentioned by them that how to evo-

cate/cancel/reactivate drone from/to the system.

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION

The proposed protocol is divided into five phases i.e.

registration, key-agreement, drone to drone authentication,

dynamic drone’s addition, and drone’s revocation/reissue

phases. These phases are described one by one under the

following sub-headings while different notations used are

shown in Table 2.
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TABLE 2. Notations and its descriptions.

A. REGISTRATION PHASE

This phase of the protocol is accomplished in the following

two sub phases:

1) GROUND STATION’S REGISTRATION

For the registration of ground station (gs) with the certifi-

cate authority (CA), it must perform the following set of

operations:

i. The ground station chooses its certificate cergs, nonce
ngs, and secret key skgs and computes the master secret

key pms= skgs||pkgs and sends {cergs, ngs, pms} mes-

sage towards CA through private channel.

ii. CA keeps {cergs, ngs, pms} in its memory.

iii. CA Calculates Ags = h({cergs) and relays it

towards the ground station through private channel

as shown in module I.

MODULE I

GROUND STATION’S REGISTRATION

2) DRONE’S REGISTRATION

In this second sub phase of registration phase, the registration

of a drone is performed in the following steps:

i. Drone chooses idd ,nonce nd and certd .
ii. Drone calculates Ad = (nd⊕idd ) and PBKDF=

h(certd ||Ad )||nd and transmits {Ad , PBKDF} toCA
via secure channel.

iii. CA calculates B = h(Ad ||PBKDF) and C =

h(Ad ||skgs)⊕PBKDF.
iv. CA keeps {B, C, h(·)} in its memory and relays D =

{B, C, pkd , h(·)}message towards g via secret channel.

v. {D, C, pkd , h(·)} parameters are stored in Drone’s

memory as shown in module II.

MODULE II

DRONE’S REGISTRATION

B. KEY AGREEMENT PHASE

In this phase the ground station (gs) authenticates the legiti-

macy of Drone (d) by confirming CA’s issued certificate, and

session secret key. The following steps are performed:

i. The drone d selects a random nonce nd , idd , certd , plan
fd and computes: A∗d = (nd⊕idd ), validates it with

the already stored values A∗d?=Ad, if found not valid,

the process terminates, else, calculates PBKDF∗ =
h(certd ||Ad )||nd, again validates PBKDF∗? = PBKDF.
For successful confirmation of password-based-key-

derivation operation (PBKDF), computes E1 =

idd⊕h(T1||idd||nd), E2 = A∗d⊕h(idd||T1||certd) and

transmits M1 = {E1, E2, certd, fpd}towards gs over an

open network channel.

ii. Upon receiving M1 = {E1, E2, certd, fpd}message,

gs first checks timestamp T2-T1 ≤ 1T and selects a

random nonce ngs, secret key skgs; computes: F1 =

E1⊕h(T1||idd||nd), F2 = h(certd||Ad)||ngs, encrypt F3
using gs secret key F3 = Encskgs((nd⊕ngs)||T2) and

transmits {F3, certgs, T3}back to drone d .
iii. The d first check the timestamp and selects pkgs

from certgs, confirm its validity by decrypting

F3 = Encskgs((nd⊕ngs)||T2) into (nd⊕ngs)||T2 =

Decpkgs(F3). drone generates pms and confirms certgs
from F3 = Encskgs((nd⊕ngs)||T2) function; computes:

G1 = idd⊕h(ngs||pkd), G2 = h(C⊕cerd)||certd||pkgs
and G3 = h(idd||pkgs||G2||T5). Finally d transmits

M3 = {G1, G2, G3, certd, T5}message towards gs over
an open network channel.

iv. gs receives M3 message, validate time interval by

checks T6-T5 ≤ 1T, confirms certd, get pkd from

certd, and computes: I1 = idd⊕h(pkd||T5), I2 =

h(h(idd||pkd)||certd||pkgs), I3 = h(idd||pkgs||G2||T5), and
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MODULE III

KEY AGREEMENT PHASE

compare G3?=I3. If found valid, ground station com-

putes: J1 = (ngs⊕nd)||T7, pms=(skd⊕pkd)⊕certgs,

J2 = h(pms||certd||T7), and encrypts J3 =

Encpkd((pms)||skgs). Finally transmits, M4 = {J1, J2,

J3, T7}message towards drone over an insecure chan-

nel.

v. Drone checks timestamp, T8-T7 ≤ 1T, decrypts

pms||skgs = Decskgs(J3), computes: pms∗ =

(skd⊕pkd)||pms), L1 = h(idd||certd||T7) and com-

pare L1?=J2. If matches computes session secret

key kd = PBKDF(pms⊕(nd||ngs)⊕iter) and cross

checking the certificates of each other. Keeps kd =

PBKDF(pms+(nd||ngs)+iter) as a shared session secret

key for future communication. Whereas iter represents

the number of round trip used for calculating session

shared key as shown in module III.

C. AUTHENTICATION OF DRONE WITH OTHER DRONE

This phase of the protocol means that how a legal drone can

communicate with other registered (legal) drone.

i. Suppose drone1 represented by d1 of identity idd1
creates a message msg1 containing user1’s location,

coordinates, GPS, and timestamp information. While

drone2 denoted by d2 of identity idid2. Both d1 and d2
desire to communicate each other, the first drone1 (d1)

computes Hd1 using HMAC using kd1, msgd1 and send

it to drone2 (d2) over a public network channel.

ii. Upon receiving the message by drone2, it sends

the message to ground station (gs) for validation.

On receiving the message of d2 by gs, it first checks

the identity of drone1 idd1, flight plan fpd1 and ses-

sion shared key kd1 in its record. Then the gs val-

idates hash code of drone1 i.e. Hd1 by calculating

H
/

d1 = HMAC(kd1||msgd1) and compares Hd1?=H
/

d1,

if matches, the ground station authenticate d1 and tells

d2 that d1 is correct according to their record as shown

in module IV.

D. DRONE ADDITION PHASE

If the ground station desires to add a new drone, this proto-

col securely facilitates the dynamic addition of new drone.

Suppose the new drone is represented by dnew its identity

idnewd . Before going to deploy for a critical task, it first

register with Certificate Authority (CA) and then register

with ground station (gs). The ground station (gs) generates a
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MODULE IV

AUTHENTICATION OF DRONE WITH OTHER DRONE

matchless identity idnewd by calculating Wnew = h(idnewd ||ngs),

a master secret key pmsnew for idnewd , and calculates Xnew =

h(idnewd ||pmsnew||Tnew), where Tnew means the registration

timestamp for idnewd . Also, gs creates sknewgs , pknewgs and com-

putes certgs = (skgs||id
new
d ). The gs stores {Wnew, Xnew,

sknewd , pknewd , certnewd }in its database and injects {Wnew, Xnew,

sknewgs , pknewgs , certnewgs }in the memory of the drone idnewd . Now,

the newly registered drone added dynamically, becomes a

legitimate one and is fully authorized for delivering services

securely.

E. DRONE REVOCATION/REISSUE PHASE

This is a much crucial phase of the protocol. In this phase,

the revoked/departed drone’s unique identities are recorded

in a separate memory containing a list called ReL. The

operator sitting for managing, supervising and monitoring

all the activities of legal drones can add a secret key ski
to ReL for departed drone. He/She then deletes the data of

ReL using (ski, Wi, Xi, pmsi), whereas Wi = h(iddi||ni),

Xi = h(iddi||pmsi||Ti) and pmsi = pki||ski. Once a user

becomes revoked, the ground station (gs) doesn’t respond

for any future request. The gs perform a revocation test

using a record denoted by skiǫReL, gs calculates Ai ==

(nd⊕idd ), Zd = h(certd ||Ad )||nd compares with the already

stored values. If the ground station proves/matches Ai?=Ad

and Zi?=PBKDF, it means the departed user record is

still available, else, the tuple for ski has been successfully

deleted/cancelled from the list and it is not authorized for

future correspondence with the gs. When random nonce nd
and ngs are generated there is also an acceptable timestamp

T1, T3 and T5 in each round trip of the proposed protocol

which can consequently revoke a drone (either d1 or d2)

after the predefined time threshold, which means each drone

is in full control for renewing, when properly runs the

protocol.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

The security analysis of the proposed protocol can be per-

formed both formally and informally using

ROM/ProVerif2.02 and assumptions. These are discussed as

under:

A. SECURITY ANALYSIS USING ROM [13]

There are three entities involved in the proposed authentica-

tion protocol P: the external user , drone (d) and ground

station (gs) . Upon executing P, every entity has many

instances to link with pk/sk or pms which is termed as oracle.

Let k is the xth instance of , k is the yth instance of ,

and k is the zth instance of . But Ik is considered to be the

instance of all three participants i.e. , , and , possibly,

there exists three consequences of oracle i.e. accept, reject,

⊥; accept means receiving message in an authentic manner,

reject means accepting a wrongmessage and⊥ do nothing/no

result. Before execution, has {E1, E2, certd, fpd}, has

{Hd1, msgd1}and has {F3, certgs, T3}and supposes these

are in the memory in a secure manner.

Let the adversary A is having full control over the

public network channel; he/she can initialize, terminate

the session among the participants for violating the pri-

vacy by tracing and arbitrate the established session among

them. By doing so, A can make these queries in oracle

including i) h(certd||Ad)||ngs⊕pkgs, ii) idd⊕h(T1||idd||ngs),

iii) h(C⊕cerd)||certd||pkgs, iv) h(idd||certd||T7), and

v) PBKDF(pms⊕(nd||ngs)⊕iter). A can also make Execute

( x, y), Execute ( y, z), Execute ( z, y), and Execute

( y, x) queries. Can also, reveal Ik query for identifying the

known session key, Corrupt ( ) for capturing the arguments

stored in the mobile device and Test (Ik ) query for obtaining

the shared session key SK.

However, each participants has its own unique identity that

will be agreed on the development of session if and only

if M5 of d is equal to M
/

5 of gs, E∗1?=E3, certgs?=certgs
and certd?=certd. Same is the case in session shared keys

computed by each participants i.e. SK/?=SK and skgs?=kd.

A has the probability to break the security of P by flipping a

coin �, suppose A flip a coin and get �/ output, the advan-

tage is:

AdvProtocol
P

(A)=
∣

∣2Pr
∣

∣� = �/
∣

∣ − 1|

However, due to 160 bits random selection of key (pkgs,

pkd, skgs and pkd) by the ground control station for each ses-

sion, A cannot compute it even though if he/she can attempt

polynomial times. Therefore, the proposed authentication
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protocol is secure from all possible attempts of an adver-

sary. Further, if the output of a hash oracle is q2he/2
ths+1,

q2he+1/2
ths+1
and q2he/2

ths then the maximum probability of colli-

sion among hash-output is (qsend+qreceive)
2/2(p-1), we will

get:

|Prob|Success2| − Prob|Success1| = q2hs + q
2
hs1 + q

2
hs2

q2hs + 1

+
(qsend + qreceive)

2

2(q− 1)

But, if the adversary calculates correct message without

hash values, A either forge {E1, E2, certd, fpd}by knowing

nd, idd and nd⊕certd, but A cannot find certd, and he/she

cannot check the internal secrets in {G1, G2, G3, certd, T5}.

So, this query of an adversary also seems to be failed, or A

forge {J1, J2, J3, T7}. He/she must be known pkgs, certgs, pkd,

certd and HMAC values which is not exists in the record of

A. Therefore, A cannot succeed for obtaining useful infor-

mation, as given as:

[Prob|Success3 − Prob|Success2|] ≤
2qsend + 2qhs1

2lhs

Similarly, if A desires to get session key SK, he/she can

attempt for SK by calculating it using:

[Prob|Success1 − Prob|Success2|.] ≤ qreceive Adv
PTA
A

(XGCS )

whereas PTA means polynomial times attempt, while W is

adversary session key, if the probability is [1/D], then we get:

Prob |Success3| =
1

2
+max

qhs1

2lhs

qsend
|D|

Now combine all the possible calculations done by an

adversary for impersonation, masquerading legal peer(s),

we get as shown at the bottom of the page.

B. PROVERIF2.02 SIMULATION

This section is conducted to prove the robustness, security,

reachability and integrity of the protocol using a verification

toolkit ProVerif2.02 [14]. Also, to confirm the secrecy, reach-

ability, and authorization of the proposed authentication pro-

tocol, a widespread programming toolkit ProVerif2.02 [14]

has been used. Using this tool, we first define communication

channels, and variables used during protocol designing and

timestamp. Also, different events, constraints, functions, and

equations, then calculation performed on user, drone and

ground station sides and become ready to runs the code as

given at the end in appendix – A.

C. INFORMAL SECURITY ANALYSIS

The proposed protocol is a lightweight cryptographic method

based on Hash Message Authentication Code (HMAC)

in combination with Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA1) for

integrity and authentication of message among drone and

ground station [46]. Some facts about message authentication

are as under:

i. Sending Peer: HMACSHA1, random nonce n, identity,
timestamp T, and original message m.

ii. Receiving Peer: Extracts random nonce n, hash-values
and matching algorithm (1) for index finding, and

computes original message if valid, accept, else,

discard.

This means that HMACSHA1 is a keyed hash algorithm

derived from the SHA1 hash function and used as a hash-

based message authentication code. The HMAC method

combines a secret key with message data, hashes the result

with the hash function, combines the hash value with the

private key once more, and then applies the hash function

a third time. The length of the output hash is 160 bits.

The following pseudocode demonstrates the working proce-

dure of HMACSHA1.

Keeping in view these merits of HMACSHA1, the prag-

matic illustration for the proposed protocol is demonstrated

as under:

1) STOLEN VERIFIER ATTACK

There is no storage table in the ground station for password

that could yield a chance for an adversary to capture it and

later masquerade the ground station for wrong decision. Sim-

ilarly, the session key computed previously for computation

among all the peers is in encrypted form. If an adversary can

steal it, they cannot figure out internal credentials from it.

After the completion of the registration of the drone and gs

their secrets are deleted from the memory of the certificate

authority. Therefore, these secret values are not available to

Adv
protocol
P

(A) = Prob|Success0| − 1

= 2 |Prob| Success0 |−Prob| Success4| +max

{

qh1

2lhs
,
qsend
|D|

}

≤ 2

(

Prob |Success0| − Prob |Success4| +max

{

qh1

2lhs
,
qsend
|D|

})

≤ 2

(

≤ 2

(

| Prob [| Success1| − Prob|Success2] |
+Prob [| Success3| − Prob|Success4]

| +max
{

qh1
2lhs

,
qsend
|D|

}

) )

≤
q2hs + q

2
hs1 + q

2
hs2

2lhs
+

(qsend + qreceive)
2

2 (q− 1)
+ 2qreceive.Adv

PTA
A

(XGCS)+ 2

{

qh1

2lhs
,
qsend
|D|

}
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Working Procedure of HMACSHA1
Start

function HMACSHA1

input: key, message, and hash function

blockSize: Integer

outputSize: Integer

if (length(key) >blockSize) then

{

key← hash(input of key)

if (length(key-input) <blockSize) then

{

key← Pad(key-input, blockSize)

h[key_pad]← key xor[blockSize]

h(key_pad]← key xor [blockSize]

}

return hash(key_pad ||hash(key_pad ||message))

}

End

any authorized party. Hence such attacks are not feasible on

the proposed scheme.

2) PRIVILEGED INSIDER ATTACK

In the proposed protocol, any type’s identities are not

transmitted openly with the certificate authority (an opera-

tor or manufacturing company). It is communicated securely

in either concatenation with a nonce or by using collision-free

one-way hash code. An operator or manufacturing company

(CA) cannot find it in an accessible format. They also cannot

figure out any other credentials for launching any future

attack. The Insider-Threat Programme [47], which the CA

is already equipped with, can trap and revoke any insider

threat to make it free of sabotage, espionage, theft, and fraud.

Therefore, the proposed model prevents unauthorized users

to get authenticated and use the system resources.

3) RESISTANT TO TRACEABILITY ATTACK

Upon starting session, a Drone’s nonce nd, ground station

nonce ngs have been extracting randomly along with time

stamp T1, T3 and T5 and exchanged with each message duets

M1, M2, M3 and M4 are categorical for each session. The

attacker cannot trace two different sessions of ground station,

drone or user. Therefore, our protocol shows strong resistance

to traceability attack.

4) EPHEMERAL-SECRET-LEAKAGE (ESL) RESISTANCE

If an attacker come to have obtained the ephemeral nonce

of drone nd using ESL attacks [48], the adversary still

needs to solve the E1 = idd⊕h(T1||idd||nd) and E2 =

A∗d⊕h(idd||T1||certd). Similarly, if they obtain ngs, needs to

F2 = h(certd||Ad)||(ngs⊕pkgs) and F3 = Encskgs((nd⊕ngs).

In the next round-trip, if the attacker recovers pms, let sup-

pose, he/she has to pass G2 = h(C⊕cerd)||certd||pkgs and

G3 = h(idd||pkgs||G2||T5). Also, if they obtain pkd or pkgs
skd or skgs, he/she has to solve I2 = h(h(idd||pkd)||certd||pkgs),

I3 = h(idd||pkgs||G2||T5), J2 = h(pms||certd||T7) and J3 =

Encpkd((pms)||skgs). So far without knowing the secret values

of ground-statin (gs) or drone (d), adversary cannot succeed

for computing exact values. Therefore, the proposed protocol

withstands ESL attack.

5) DENIAL-OF-SERVICE ATTACK (DoS)

In the login and authentication phase of the proposed proto-

col a verification of password-based-key-derivation function

with the already saved valuesPBKDF∗? =PBKDF, after suc-
cessful confirmation onward computation performed, else,

discarded. Similarly, in the 2nd receiving peer, confirms E∗1
with the received E1 (E

∗
1?=E1), which is not validated due to

random nonce nd and ngs. Therefore, the proposed protocol

shows resilience to DoS attack.

6) RESISTS REPLAY ATTACK

Suppose an attacker attempts to capture messages M1, M2,

M3 and M4 in the login and authentication phase of the

proposed protocol for launching replay attack some other

time. But their capturing of messages fails due to timestamp

and random nonce nd, ngs in it. Let an attacker, transmits

any message of login in authentication protocol towards a

receiver, first the peer check the time and validates the mes-

sage, which is not possible in the proposed authentication

protocol. Therefore, it resists replay attack.

7) SAFE AGAINST MAN-IN-THE-MIDDLE ATTACK

If an attacker attempt to modifies any message (M1, M2,

M3 or M4) in the communication line. They cannot do so,

due to lack of knowledge on certd, certgs and other internal

credentials. Also, each message is dynamic which is different

in each session and has random nonce nd, ngs and time

stamps. Thus, our protocol is safe against man-in-the-middle

attack.

8) PREVENTION OF MALICIOUS USER

If an attacker shows themselves as a legitimate user and

tries to communicate with the other peer, they cannot suc-

ceed due to not being registered with the certificate author-

ity and thus failed for computing session shared key sk.

No one can pretend themselves as a legitimate peer for

sending false message towards another peer. Therefore,

the proposed authentication protocol is safe against malicious

user.

9) PREVENTION OF SPOOFING ATTACK

When a drone goes out of service, it must have the capability

to handover the control to other drone, but when the network

is interrupted, the communication is carried out through GPS

signal. If an attacker tries to send fake message using GPS

spoofing, they failed for obtaining session key due to com-

plex computation process. They also cannot impersonate the

ground station as well as another user. Thus, our protocol

prevents spoofing attack.
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10) RESISTS AGAINST CLOGGING ATTACK

If an attacker desires to launch a clogging attack by send-

ing a fake message M1 = {E1, E2, certd, fpd}towards a

ground station (gs). He/She has to first generates a ran-

dom nonce nd, and timestamp T1 and simulates by calcu-

lating PBKDF= h(certd ||Ad )||nd, E1 = idd⊕h(T1||idd||nd)

and E2 = A∗d⊕h(idd||T1||certd). He/She can also A∗d =

(nd⊕idd) by flipping a coin to win A∗d?=Ad or A∗d 6=A and

PBKDF∗? = PBKDF or PBKDF∗? 6=PBKDF. But doing
such a difficult calculations require a drone’s identity (Idd ),

certd and the previously computed value Ad = (nd⊕idd ).
Similarly, if the attacker transmits M3 = {G1, G2, G3, certd,

T5}towards ground station (gs), he/she has to passed from

G1 = idd⊕h(ngs||pkd), G2 = h(C⊕cerd)||certd||pkgs and G3 =

h(idd||pkgs||G2||T5). Doing so, the attacker needed 160 bits

public key of ground-station (pkgs), drone’s identity Idd and

160 bits drone’s public-key (pkd) in advance. Also, attacker

must need timestamp T5. As, the old credentials are available

to the attacker (it is encrypted form), they couldn’t figure out

these credentials from it. The proposed protocol cannot detect

clogging attack in both cases. Because, the attacker couldn’t

pass from E∗1?=E1 and G3?=I3 authentication check. There-

fore, the proposed protocol strongly resists clogging attack.

11) SECURITY AGAINST DRONE’S CAPTURE ATTACK

Due to the addition of drone dynamically to the network at

any time, it is necessary to evaluate the proposed mechanism

for drone capture attack. Let an adversary capture a drone,

and extract nd, idd, certd, 160 bits secret key (skd) and public-

key (pkd) etc. They must make necessary arrangements for

the calculation of two 160 bits long public-key which needs

months for doing such calculation. Similarly, adversary must

compute Ad = (nd⊕idd ), and PBKDF= h(certd ||Ad )||nd; and
figure out the stored credentials{B, C, pkd , h(·)}; computes

B = h(idd ||PBKDF), and C = h(idd ||skgs)⊕PBKDF and

identifying D = {B, C, pkd , h(·)} parameters. All these cal-

culations in our protocol restrict attacker to deploy drone in

the network, and if deployed, for example, cannot establish

secure session with ground station due to several checks.

Therefore, by capturing d , the attacker cannot settle a ses-

sion with gs and others; it cannot agree to negotiate at any

stage with gs or d . The compromised drone does not result

in ensuring secure communications with ground-station (gs)

and d . As a result, our protocol is unconditionally secure

against drone capture attack.

12) RESISTANCE AGAINST BRUTE FORCE ATTACK

Suppose there exist two categories of an adversary, i.e. one

attempt for the secret key hacking of ground station (gs)

called type-I adversary. At the same time, another one tries

to hack the private key or password-based-key-derivation

function (PBKDF) of different drones is then said to be

the adversary of type-II. And we have four round trips for

secure session key generation. A security model for such

a real-time intelligence system is safe if no probabilistic

polynomial-time adversary of either type-I, type-II or both

exists. In this connection, an adversary of any type is given a

security parameter k by a challenger C, C runs the setup algo-

rithm and exchanges the output/result with the adversary. The

adversary can obtain the secret key in the first round if he/she

is of type-II and must confirm PBKDF = h(certd ||Ad )||nd
with PBKDF∗ = h(certd ||Ad )||nd (PBKDF? = PBKDF∗).
This is possible only when maximum access power is granted

to them. But our security protocol is much secure because the

said calculation is needed that the adversary must know the

drone’s certificate certd, drone’s nonce nd and drone’s identity

Idd, which is not possible. Also needs much time to compute.

As we have defined the time threshold in each round trip

of the protocol. The system discarded it by considering it is

an outdated message or potential replay attack for any fake

request. Therefore, the proposed protocol is secure against

the brute force attack of an adversary.

Finally, the protocol presented in this article is suitable for

two parties; it is a bit weaker when the number of drones

increased; other limitations are listed as under:

i. Let’s look at some potential issues with the Hash-

based Message Authentication Code (HMACSHA1)

based security protocols that employ a symmetric key,

the sender and receiver both use the same key, how will

the key be securely exchanged between the sender and

receiver? Still a challenge for the researchers.

ii. Similarly, if we share the symmetric key with several

parties, how would the receiver know that the message

was prepared and sent by the sender and not by the

receivers? There is a risk that one of the receivers will

send false messages. Also another challenge for the

researchers?

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section of the paper, we analyze the performance of

our protocol in terms of storage overheads, computation, and

communication costs by considering the already experiment

done by [32], [50], and [51] for various cryptographic oper-

ations. They have conducted an experiment using cell-phone

namely Samsung Galaxy S5 of Quad-core 2.45G processor,

2GB of RAM and Android Operating System of version

4.4.2. They also used a Dell PC of CPU 2.90GHz, 4GB RAM

andWindors8.1 OS. The results of ‘‘Dell PC’’ are considered

for the ground station (gs) and ‘‘Samsung Galaxy S5’’ for the

drone (d).

A. STORAGE OVERHEADS ANALYSIS

The storage overheads analysis of the proposed protocol can

be described on the basis of [15], [32], [50] and [51] and as

given as: Nonce for drone and ground station nd, ngs occupy

160 bits of memory space, identities idd and idgs 64 bits,

PBKDF-SHA1 160 bits, timestampT2, and T4 56 bits, secrete

keys (skd drone secret key, skgs ground station secret key

pkd drone public key, pkgs ground station public key, kd
drone session key, kgs ground station session key) 32 bits,
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FIGURE 2. Comparison analysis graph.

TABLE 3. Storage overheads analysis in bits.

collision free on-way HMACSHA1 functions 256 bits, drone

certificate, certd ground station certificate certgs 64 bits and

encryption/decryption functions 512 bits. It is to mention

that encryption/decryption function is not used in the reg-

istration phase of the proposed protocol, so never consider

it in the storage overheads analysis. Therefore, the storage

overheads in the registration phase is considered for those

arguments/credentials whose values are stored in the mem-

ory like idd, idgs, nd, ngs, certd, certgs, pkgs, skgs, pkd, skd,

PBKDF-SHA and HMAC-SHA1 (64 + 64 + 160 + 160 +

64 + 64 + 32 + 32 + 32 + 32 + 160 + 256) is 1120 bits as

shown in Table 3.

B. COMPUTATION COST ANALYSIS

According to [15], [32], [50], and [51] computation time

complexity for different operations performed during session

key computation are given as:

TABLE 4. Computation time complexity in milliseconds.

TABLE 5. Communication cost in bits.

TABLE 6. Comparison analysis.

• TH: computation time for collision free one-way hash

function (HMAC) is ≈ 0.0023 ms.

• TEnc execution time for Encryption Function is ≈

3.85 ms.
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TABLE 7. Security features functionalities analysis.

• TDec execution time for Decryption Function is ≈

3.85 ms.

• TXOR CPU time required for bitwise exclusive-OR oper-

ation is ≈ 0.0288 ms.

• TNonce CPU execution time needed for the extraction of

random nonce (n) is ≈ 0.539 ms.

• TMult Multiplication execution time complexity is ≈

0.0171 ms.

Keeping in view, the computation cost for drone (d) and

ground-station (gs) are 1TMul+7TH+1TNonce+8TXOR+2TDec

and 6TH+2TNonce+7TXOR+2TEnc respectively which is for

the whole process/system during session key computation

is 1TMul+13TH+3TNonce+15TXOR+2TEnc+2TDec and as

shown in Table 4.

C. COMMUNICATION COST ANALYSIS

The communication cost for the proposed authentication pro-

tocol in the login and authentication phase means the trans-

mission of messages among drone and ground station are as

M1 = {E1, E2, certd, fpd}of cost {512 + 256 + 64 + 32}=

864 bits, M2 = {F3, certgs, T3}= {512+ 64+ 56}= 632 bits,

M3 = {G1, G2, G3, certd, T5}={512 + 256 + 256 + 64 +

56}= 1144 bits and M4 = {J1, J2, J3, T7}= {512 + 256 +

256 + 56}= 1080 bits. Therefore, the total communication

cost of the proposed authentication protocol is 3720 bits as

shown in Table 5.

D. COMPARISON ANALYSIS

In this section, we compare the proposed protocol with

[45], [41], [42], [43] and [9] in terms of storage over-

heads, computation and communication cost. The result

shows that the proposed protocol is better than that of

Wazid et al. [36], Srinivas et al. [37], Singh et al. [38],
Zhang et al. [39] and Cho et al. [45], as show in Table 6.

The comparative study can also be represented graphically

in Fig 2.

Similarly, comparing the proposed protocol for different

attacks with [36], [37]–[39] and [45], we will get result

which is shown in Table 7 along with our protocol, which

is much stronger than these protocols. In the given table

impersonation Attack is denoted by SFF1, Anonymity-

violation SFF2, traceability-attack SFF3, Outdated Data

Transmission SFF4, privileged insider attack SFF5, Stolen-

verifier attack SFF6 and Spoofing Attack is SFF7, Mutual

Authentication SFF8, DoS Attack SFF9, Replay Attack

SFF10, Man-in-Middle Attack SFF11, Masquerade Attack

SFF12, Clogging Attack SFF13, and Drone Capture

Attack SFF14.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a lightweight authentication protocol for IoD

is presented. We have used simple hash cryptographic func-

tions for protecting data from a strong adversary. This

protocol is free of the privileged insider, stolen-verifier

attacks. It doesn’t have the outdated data transmission flaw.

The timestamp identifies each transmitted message with a

pre-defined time threshold before communicating with the

ground station, which leads to dynamicity. Similarly, a mali-

cious node cannot misguide a drone for a wrong decision.

In the end, the security analysis and performance evaluation

result shows that the proposed protocol is much lightweight,

secure, and ensures perfect forward secrecy. Therefore,

it can be used for implementation in a real-world IoD

environment.

In future, we have planned to implement the proposed

robust and lightweight security protocol for IoD deployment

military drones (reconnaissance drone and attacking drone)

and examine for warfare battlefield using NS3 simulation.

APPENDIX – A

*Proverif2.02 Simulation Code*

(* ——— CHANNELS ———-*)

free ChSec:channel [private]. (*secure channel between

GS and CA*)

free ChPub:channel. (*public channel between d, GS*)

(*———– CONSTANTS AND VARIABLES ———*)

free skgs:bitstring [private].

free skd:bitstring [private].

free idd:bitstring.

free nd:bitstring.

free kd:bitstring [private].

free certd:bitstring.

free ngs:bitstring.

free pkd:bitstring.

free pkgs:bitstring.
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free fpd:bitstring.

free pms:bitstring.

free C:bitstring.

free Ad:bitstring.

free iter:bitstring.

free certgs:bitstring.

free T1:bitstring.

free T2:bitstring.

free T3:bitstring.

free T4:bitstring.

free T5:bitstring.

free T7:bitstring.

free IDd:bitstring.

free IDGS:bitstring.

(*——-QUERIES——*)

query attacker(kd).

query id:bitstring; inj-event(end_d(IDd)) == >inj-

event(start_d(IDd)).

query id:bitstring; inj-event(end_GS(IDGS)) ==>inj-

event(start_GS(IDGS)).

(*=====*EVENTS*=====*)

event start_d(bitstring).

event end_d(bitstring).

event start_GS(bitstring).

event end_GS(bitstring).

(*========CONSTRUCTORS=======*)

fun h(bitstring):bitstring.

fun Concat(bitstring,bitstring):bitstring.

fun XOR(bitstring,bitstring):bitstring.

fun Encskgs(bitstring):bitstring.

fun Encpkd(bitstring):bitstring.

fun Decpkgs(bitstring):bitstring.

fun Decskgs(bitstring):bitstring.

fun PBKDF(bitstring):bitstring.

(*======EQUATIONS=======*)

equation forall a:bitstring, b:bitstring;

XOR(XOR(a,b),b)=a.

(*—————LOGIN AND AUTHENTICATION——

————-*)

(*————-DRONE AND GS————–*)

let pd=

event start_d(IDd);

let Ad=XOR(nd,idd) in

if Ad=Ad then

let PBKDF=h(Concat(certd,Ad)) in

if PBKDF= PBKDF then

let E1=XOR(idd,h(Concat(T1,(idd,nd)))) in

let E2=XOR(Ad,h(Concat(idd,(T1,certd)))) in

out(ChPub,(E1,E2,certd,fpd));

in(ChPub,(F3:bitstring,certgs:bitstring,T3:bitstring));

let G1=XOR(idd,h(Concat(ngs,pkd))) in

let G2=h(Concat((XOR(C,certd)),(certd,pkgs))) in

let G3=h(Concat(idd,(pkgs,G2,T5))) in

out(ChPub,(G1,G2,G3,certd,T5));

in(ChPub,(J1:bitstring,J2:bitstring,J3:bitstring,

T7:bitstring));

let pms=Concat(skd,(pkd,pms)) in

let L1=h(Concat(idd,(certd,T7))) in

if L1=J2 then

let kd=XOR(pms,(nd,ngs,iter)) in

event end_d(IDd)

else

0.

(*————-GROUND STATION————–*)

let pGS=

event start_GS(IDGS);

in(ChPub,(E1:bitstring,E2:bitstring,certd:bitstring,

fpd:bitstring));

let F1=XOR(E1,(h(Concat(T1,(idd,ngs))))) in

let F2=h(Concat(certd,(Ad,ngs))) in

let F3=Encskgs(Concat((nd,ngs),T2)) in

out(ChPub,(F3,certgs,T3));

in(ChPub,(G1:bitstring,G2:bitstring,G3:bitstring,

certd:bitstring,T5:bitstring));

let I1=XOR(idd,(h(Concat(pkd,T5)))) in

let I2=h(Concat((h(idd)),(certd,pkgs))) in

let I3=h(Concat(idd,(pkgs,G2,T5))) in

if G3=I3 then

let J1=Concat(T7,(XOR(ngs,nd))) in

let pms=XOR(skd,(pkd,certgs)) in

let J2=h(Concat(pms,(certd,T7))) in

let J3=Encpkd(Concat(pms,skgs)) in

out(ChPub,(J1,J2,J3,T7));

event end_GS(IDGS)

else

0.

process ((!pGS) |(!pd))

After successfully running the code, the following result is

displayed which shows that the session shared key is much

secure from any attacker that confirms the confidentiality,

authorization and reachability of the protocol.

————————————————————–

Completing equations. . .

Completing. . .

Starting query not attacker(kd[])

RESULT not attacker(kd[]) is true.

Completing. . .

inj-event(start_d(IDd[])) is true.

Completing. . .

RESULT inj-event(end_GS(IDGS[])) ==>inj-event

(start_GS(IDGS[])) is true.

————————————————————–

Verification summary:

Completing. . .

Query not attacker(kd[]) is true.

Completing. . .

Query inj-event(end_d(IDd[])) ==>inj-event

(start_d(IDd[])) is true.

Completing. . .

Query inj-event(end_GS(IDGS[])) ==>inj-event

(start_GS(IDGS[])) is true.

————————————————————–
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